Interactive-predictive machine translation (IPMT) is a translation mode which combines machine translation technology and human behaviours. In the IPMT system, the utilization of the prefix greatly affects the interaction efficiency. However, state-of-the-art methods filter translation hypotheses mainly according to their matching results with the prefix on character level, and the advantage of the prefix is not fully developed. Focusing on this problem, this paper mines the deep constraints of prefix on syntactic level to improve the performance of IPMT systems. Two syntactic subtree matching rules based on phrase structure grammar are proposed to filter the translation hypotheses more strictly. Experimental results on LDC ChineseEnglish corpora show that the proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art phrase-based IPMT system while keeping comparable decoding speed.
Introduction
In recent years, the machine translation (MT) technology has achieved great progress. However, up till now the MT output still cannot meet the practical requirements on translation quality in many scenarios, and need to be post-edited by human translators before actually put to use. In order to help MT systems collaborate with human translators more effectively, researchers carried out the study on computer-assisted translation (CAT), in which the main goal of MT is supporting professional translators in improving their productivity. Therefore, the ability to interact with human becomes an important research topic in CAT.
The first interactive machine translation systems (Kay and Martins, 1973; Zajac, 1988; Yamron et al., 1993) focus on having human translators disambiguate the source texts through answering questions. However, this question-answering process remains a laborious one for human translators. Under such circumstances, the interactive-predictive machine translation (IPMT) method is proposed (Foster et al., 1997) . In the IPMT mode, first the system generates one or more raw suggestions, and then the human translator validates the longest correct prefix in the suggestions and revises the first character in the corresponding suffix, next the new prefix is used to help the system predict the optimal suffix. This process is repeated until the correct translation is acquired. The IPMT technology enables human translators to avoid the burden of explaining the source text, and directly control the final translation generation, so it attracted widespread attention.
It can be seen that the essential difference between IPMT and MT is the introduction of a constraint, namely the target sentence must start with the human validated prefix. To achieve this goal, researchers attempted various MT models Civera et al., 2004; Tomás and Casacuberta, 2006; Barrachina et al., 2009; González-Rubio et al., 2013) . In these methods, prefix is mainly used for performing character-level matching on translation hypotheses to reduce the search space. However, the hypotheses that only match the prefix on character level are perhaps not correct. Figure 1 gives an ex-ample. In Figure 1 , the validated prefix is "the designated p". Two hypotheses that start with "the designated person" and "the designated programme" both meet the requirement. If we use "person" to extend the prefix (see the alignment by solid line), then the hypothesis will form a complete subtree translation (circled by dashed line). But if we use "programme" to extend the prefix, then an error will occur. The circled subtree has only been partly translated before the hypothesis turns to translate another subtree (see the alignment by dashed line). In the future interactions, no matter how to extend the hypothesis, no reasonable syntactic alignment will be generated. Therefore, other than character-level matching results with the prefix, we should also take syntactic-level matching results into account for hypothesis selection. Only when a reasonable syntactic alignment is formed between the hypothesis and the source sentence, can we decide this is a good hypothesis.
In this paper we present a mathematical IPMT framework based on the syntactic alignment between the source sentence and the prefix. On the basis of the framework, we proposed two syntactic subtree constraints based on phrase structure grammar for selecting translation hypotheses. Experimental results on LDC corpora show that our method reduced the human-computer interaction times under comparable decoding speed.
Related Work
The task of IPMT (Barrachina et al., 2009 ) is to find the optimal suffix under the condition of a given source sentence s and a validated prefix t p :
where (t p , t s )=t, indicating that the prefix t p and the predicted suffix t s concatenate to form a complete translation t. As previously discussed, when modelling P(t p , t s | s), current methods mainly make use of the character-level matching results with the prefix. To enhance the guiding effect of the prefix, some work also considered other factors. Sanchis-Trilles et al. (2008) integrates the user's mouse actions into the IPMT system. The method is based on an assumption that the first character of the predicted suffix must be different from the current suffix when the user clicks the mouse on the translation. In this way, the clues hidden in the prefix are further exploited. However, this method still restricted to character or word level matching.
Some researchers investigated the word alignment between the prefix and the source sentence. Nepveu et al. (2004) proposed a cache-based adaptive prediction model. For the predicted translation w of each active word a, once the user accepts w, a word pair (a, w) will be stored in the cache. Higher language model probability and translation probability will be assigned to w if a new source sentence contains the word a. Ortiz-Martínez et al. (2009) performs word alignment between the prefix and the source sentence. The generation of suffix is limited to the translation of the unaligned parts in the source sentence. These methods deepened the prefix matching level, but still did not reach the syntactic level. González-Rubio et al. (2013) adopts hierarchical phrase-based model (HPBM) to IPMT. Because HPBMs are on the basis of synchronous grammar, the prefix can guide decoding on a deeper level. However, the synchronous grammar in hierarchical phrases has no linguistic meaning, and cannot evaluate the reasonableness of the hypotheses from the view of syntactic structure.
Compared with the above research, our method made use of the prefix on syntactic level. The hypotheses for which it is impossible to generate reasonable syntactic structure alignment with the source sentence are identified and filtered.
IPMT Mathematical Model
In this paper, we examine the syntactic alignment between the source sentence s and t p when we make use of the prefix. A hidden variable T(s) is introduced to represent the parse tree of s. Consequently,
The item on the right side is further deduced with:
The first factor on the right side is the syntactic parsing model of the source language, which is provided by the parser. The second factor corresponds to the transformation from the source sentence to the prefix, which is the machine translation model. So the two models need not be discussed. The third factor is the key model of this paper, which corresponds to the prediction of suffix t s . We will emphasize on the modelling of this factor.
There are two ways to model P(t s | t p , T(s), s). One is completely adopting the syntax-based MT framework and performing prefix matching during decoding. The other is adding syntactic information into the PBM-based SMT framework as rules. In comparison, the former way is more straightforward, but it is prone to be influenced by the performance of parsing and translation rule extraction algorithms. Incorrect parse tree of the source sentence and incorrect translation rules can both lead to the consequence that the prediction will never succeed. Although some researchers proposed forestbased translation approaches (Mi and Huang, 2008; Zhang et al., 2009 ) to avoid relying on 1-best parse tree, the computation costs of these approaches are too high for the IPMT systems which have strict speed requirements. The latter way allows the existence of non-syntactic phrases and has larger search space. To alleviate the negative effect of wrong parsing results, we can filter the hypotheses only when there is more than one candidate. In other words, the syntactic structure can play the role as soft constraints if we adopt relatively tolerant syntactic tree matching rules. Once the prefix of a hypothesis has the possibility of being correctly aligned to the source-language parse tree, the hypothesis will be kept. In this way, the system can be more error-tolerant. Therefore, we built the model in the latter way and adopted the phrase-based model (PBM) as in (Barrachina et al., 2009 ).
We introduce a hidden variable A to represent the phrase alignment between t p and T(s). The third factor of Equation 3 can be transformed to:
This paper estimates the factor on the right side as follows:
where  (t p , A, T(s)) is a function to judge whether the alignment A conforms to the syntactic tree matching rules. The goal is to decide whether there is possibly correct syntactic alignment between the prefix and the source sentence.
Hypothesis Selection
Generally, syntactic structure can be represented or labelled by two forms. One is the phrase structure grammar (PSG), and the other is the dependency structure grammar (DSG). In this paper we choose PSG for the extension of prefix. There are two reasons: first, PSG can clearly give the syntactic component borders (subtrees) with complete linguistic meaning; second, the PSG parsers mainly use probabilistic context-free grammar (PCFG), and the produced N-gram translation rules can well model the orders of the syntactic components. Such information can straightforwardly direct the extension of translation hypotheses. But the dependency grammar describes the binary head-modifier structure, so it is inefficient for the PBM model which takes multi-word phrases as the basic processing units.
In order to use the syntactic structure of the source sentence to guide the prefix extension, we analysed the nature of the prefix and propose two subtree matching rules (or constraints) which should be followed while selecting translation hypotheses.
Complete Subtree Constraint
This constraint requires that the selection of the phrase to extend the prefix needs to consider whether the current subtree 1 has been completely translated. Figure 2 gives an example. In Figure 2 , the prefix t p consists of complete words w 1 , w 2 , w 3 and an incomplete word c 4 . The suffix t s starts with an incomplete word ~c 4 . c 4 and ~c 4 together form a complete word w 4 . The data structure of node n i records the information whether the word has already been translated (1 for yes, 0 for no). In this example, n 1 , n 2 and n 3 are translated nodes (the word alignments are indicated by solid lines), n 4 and n 5 are untranslated nodes. If the translations of n 4 and n 5 can both be used to extend w 3 (indicated by dashed lines), then we need to examine the subtree (ST 1 ) to which n 2 belongs. Since there is still a node n 4 left untranslated in the subtree, n 4 should be chosen to perform extension.
The core of the complete subtree constraint is to judge whether the subtree to which the phrase to be extended belongs has been completely translated. Since a subtree may be nested in another subtree, it is possible that the same phrase is contained in multiple subtrees. In this paper we select the subtree with the minimum span to constrain the hypothesis extension.
After deciding the subtree ST to constrain hypothesis extension, the phrase p 1 which is to be extended and the phrase p 2 which is to extend p 1 are examined. Through checking the positions of the words covered by p 1 in the source sentence, the words not covered by subtree ST can be found. Because there are re-orderings in the translation, the positions of these words are perhaps not continuous. Therefore, the translation hypotheses should meet the following requirements: a) the positions of the source words covered by p 2 are fully contained in the span of the subtree; or b) the positions of the source words covered by p 2 are continuous and are located at the tail of the source words covered by the subtree, and the source words covered by p 1 fully cover the remained positions of the subtree.
Subtree Order Constraint
This constraint requires that the selection of the subtree to be extended (translated) needs to consider the overall structure of the syntactic tree and the re-ordering rules. Figure 3 gives an example. In Figure 3 , the prefix consists of a complete word w 1 and an incomplete word c 2 . The suffix t s starts with an incomplete word ~c 2 . If the translations of n 2 and n 3 can both be used to extend w 1 , then we need to examine the subtrees to which n 2 and n 3 belongs. This example possesses an "NP 1 de NP 2 " structure. According to the re-ordering rules, it should be translated into "NP 2 of NP 1 ". This means that we should choose the subtree to which n 3 belongs to perform extension.
We use the NiuTrans (Xiao et al., 2012) system to generate tree-to-string translation rules to evaluate whether the order of the subtrees are reasonable. First perform syntactic parsing on the source sentence and get the parse tree T; then identify all the subtrees ST i in T and record the child nodes LC i (left child) and RC i (right child) of the root node of each subtree; next use these subtree structures to filter the candidate translation rule set RT that can be used by the current sentence. During decoding, the hypothesis with highest score that matches the translation rules is selected for extension.
The key of this constraint is judging whether the phrase p 1 to be extended and the phrase p 2 to extend p 1 are closely adjacent in the translation rule. To achieve this goal, we need to identify the minimum common subtree MCT of the source phrases corresponded to p 1 and p 2 , and then use the translation rules that match this subtree to perform judging.
Since the translation rule base cannot fully cover all the syntactic structure instances, this paper generalized the subtree to acquire the rules that nearly match. If the needed rule is not in the rule base, then the subtrees in MCT will be generalized to their parent nodes from bottom to up. As long as any translation rule can match a generalized subtree, the new parent node will replace the child nodes for order judgement.
Balancing Strategies
During decoding, the two constraints go forward one by one. First judge whether the two phrases conform to the complete subtree constraint. If so, continue to judge whether they conform to the subtree order constraint. In any of the above two stages, once there is no hypothesis that matches the constraint, the algorithm will go back and accept the result of the previous stage.
However, there exist many mistakes in the parsing results. Therefore, strictly following the subtree constraints according to the parsing results will lead to the loss of some good hypotheses. To achieve balance between analysis depth and searching precision, we adopt the following strategies:
(1) If the hypotheses to extend the current translation contain the candidates that meet the constraints, then searching is limited within the scope of these candidates, otherwise we still search within all the hypotheses. This strategy can better take advantage of the non-syntactic phrases in the PBMbased SMT models.
(2) To reduce the complexity, we do not distinguish the border word of the prefix, but take phrases as the basic processing unit and examine whether the phrase to be extended and the phrase to extend it conform to the subtree constraints.
(3) We do not require that every hypothesis extension conforms to the two constraints. Considering the characteristics of IPMT task, we propose three strategies. a) only consider the subtree constraints when the hypothesis to be extended has not fully covered the prefix; b) only consider the subtree constraints when the hypothesis to be extended just covers the prefix; c) consider the subtree constraints under both the above two situations.
Experimental Results

Data Setup
This paper uses the Chinese-English Hong Kong Laws Parallel Text (LDC2000T47) as the corpora. 200,000 sentence pairs are taken as the training set. 1000 sentence pairs are randomly extracted from the remaining corpora as the development set, and 1558 sentence pairs as the testing set. Table 1 gives a detailed description of the corpora.
Corpus
Chinese English The Chinese portions of these data were pre-processed by ICTCLAS word segmenter 2 , and the English portions were tokenized and lowercased. GIZA++ tool was used to perform the bi-directional word alignment of the training data, and the "grow-diag-final" strategy was used to merge the bidirectional results. A 3-gram language model was trained on the English portion of the training corpus with SRILM. For the building of PB SMT models, Moses was used, and the model includes 14 default features. For adjusting feature weights, the MERT (Och, 2003) method was applied, optimizing the BLEU-4 metric obtained on the development corpus. The parse trees were produced by the Berkeley parser, and 1-best tree was used for subtree extraction. During decoding, the size of hypothesis stack is set to 30, and the maximum number of translation options is set to 20 for each source phrase.
We used Key-stroke Ratio (Barrachina et al., 2009 ) to evaluate the performance of the IPMT systems. The lower the KSR score, the better the system performance. The baseline system is the state-ofthe-art PBM-based IPMT approach using multi-stack-decoding algorithm as described in (Barrachina et al., 2009 ). We follow the user simulation approach for evaluation as previous works in the literature (Barrachina et al., 2009; González-Rubio et al., 2013) . Statistical significance test is conducted using the resampling method proposed in (Koehn, 2004; Zhang et al., 2004) . Table 2 gives the comparative experimental results after using the complete subtree constraint (the distortion distance is limited to 10). ST_CM_BCP represents considering the rule when the hypothesis to be extended has not fully covered the prefix, ST_CM_ACP represents considering the rule when the hypothesis to be extended just covers the prefix, and ST_CM represents considering the rule under both the above two situations. We evaluated the systems on different K-best lists. The best results are displayed in bold fonts and have a statistically significant difference with respect to the baseline (95% confidence). Table 2 : KSR scores after using the complete subtree constraint.
Results and Analysis
Method
From Table 2 we can see that adding source-language syntactic structure constraint can effectively reduce the interaction times. And using the complete subtree constraint in the whole process of prefix generation (ST_CM) achieved more improvement than only using it in a certain stage (ST_CM_BCP and ST_CM_ACP). The reason is that the prefix is a fragment validated by the human, and it can guide the hypothesis extension at any stage. The following experiments in the paper are all based on this setting (consider the rules under both situations). With the increase of the number of translations, the complete subtree constraint also plays a positive role. On the testing corpus, the underling MT engine achieves a BLEU score of 0.2678. Table 3 gives the KSR scores after adding the subtree order constraint. Experiments are conducted under different distortion distances. ST_CM represents only using the complete subtree constraint, ST_RD represents only using the subtree order constraint, and ST_IMT represents using both constraints. Table 3 : KSR scores after using the subtree order constraint. Table 3 shows that after using the subtree order constraint, the interaction times decrease. But the improvement is not as obvious as the complete subtree constraint. The reason is that the translation rules consider the inner structure of the subtrees and are more fine-grained. So the matching difficulty increases. It also can be seen that using both constraints leads to larger improvement in performance, indicating that they are complementary constraints which guide the hypothesis selection from different aspects. These results verify that the user-validated prefixes are effective on multiple levels. In fact, when a user gives a prefix, he/she is making a comprehensive decision after analysing the overall structure and orders of the translation. And the proposed method exploits the syntactic structure information hidden in the prefix. In addition, although there are parsing mistakes, we can still get positive results; this shows that the method is error-tolerant.
Through comparing the IPMT process on specific sentences, we find that the decoding of many sentences will fail in the baseline system. In other words, there is no hypothesis that can match the prefix in the stack. However, after adding the subtree constraints, some hypotheses that do not have reasonable syntactic structures will be filtered during extension, thus some lower-ranked hypotheses have the opportunities to be pushed into the stack and finally match the prefix. In such cases, the efficiency of human-computer interaction greatly improves. In our experiment, 1.8% sentences which cannot find the correct translation with the baseline method succeeded in finding the correct translation with the new method. Table 4 shows the decoding speeds of different systems when using 1-best result for user reference (the distortion distance is limited to 10). The speed is the number of sentences decoded per second on the testing corpus. The hardware setting is 4G memory, 500G hard disk, Core i5 3.2GHz processor. Table 4 : Decoding speed using different subtree constraints.
We can see that incorporating syntactic information did not lead to much decrease in the predicting/responding speed. This is because the subtree constraints help filtering some bad hypotheses and reduced the search space. This balanced the time cost in rule matching. We should note that in our experiments the testing corpus is parsed in advance. In practice, if the corpus cannot be acquired in advance, then each source sentence should be input to the IPMT procedure after parsing.
Comparison with Other Work
Some researchers proposed methods (Quirk et al., 2005; Marton and Resnik, 2008; Shen et al., 2008; Gao et al., 2011) that introduce the syntactic information to the phrase-based MT system on the basis of hierarchical phrase-based models. In these methods, hierarchical phrases rather than flat phrases are employed. However, the decoding is not in a left-to-right manner, and has difficulty in applying to the prefix matching process of IPMT systems.
The work more similar with ours are those in (Collins et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2007; Galley and Manning, 2008; Hunter and Resnik, 2010) . Galley and Manning (2008) adopts a left-to-right shiftreduce method to build hierarchical structures for flat phrases. But this method is "formally syntacticbased" rather than "linguistically syntactic-based". Collins et al. (2005) and Wang et al. (2007) perform pre-ordering in the pre-processing stage instead of deciding the phrase orders in the decoding stage. This strategy may remove the translation hypotheses that match the prefix too early. Hunter and Resnik (2010) directly introduce the source-language syntactic constraints into the decoding of phrasebased MT system, which are almost the same as our work. However, this method builds an independent syntactic re-ordering model and scores the hypotheses through features. In fact, in the IPMT systems the user clearly gives the correct prefix, which can act as an explicit constraint that the hypotheses must match. So it is more suitable to use the syntactic constraints in the form of rules.
Conclusion
This paper deepened the constraints of prefix in state-of-the-art PBM-based IPMT system. We built the mathematical framework of IPMT model based on the syntactic alignment between the source sentence and the prefix. On the basis of the framework we proposed a method that introduces sourcelanguage syntactic information to hypothesis selection in the form of soft constraints, evaluating the hypotheses from the aspects of subtree completion and subtree order. We also proposed the strategies to avoid the matching rules from being too strict, making the system tolerant to the parsing mistakes. Experimental results proved that our method reduced the human-computer interaction times while the decoding speed does not decrease obviously.
